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a b s t r a c t 

The widespread integration of virtualization technologies in data centers has enabled in the last few years 

several benefits in terms of operating costs and flexibility. These benefits maybe boosted through join 

optimization of power management (PM) and dependability for virtualized systems. This indeed involves 

developing appropriate models to better understand their performability behavior whenever they are ex- 

posed to predictable (e.g. rejuvenation) and unpredictable breakdowns. We propose in this paper a per- 

formability analysis of server virtualized systems (SVSs) using a workload-aware PM mechanism based on 

non-Markovian Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs) modeling approach. This analysis investigates interactions 

and correlations between several modules involving workload-aware PM mechanism, dynamic speed scal- 

ing processing, virtual machine (VM) and virtual machine monitor (VMM) both subject to software aging, 

failure and rejuvenation. We show through numerical results, using quantitative and qualitative metrics, 

how performance, power usage and efficiency are impacted by workload-aware PM mechanism. We show 

also how judicious choice of tunable attribute (i.e. Timeout ) of the proposed PM mechanism with respect 

to workload can lead to a good power-performance trade-off. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The increasing today’s trend in Information Technologies (IT) to-

ard modern services such as social media, rich internet content

nd e-commerce has generated unprecedented on-demand traffic

equiring scalable processing capabilities. This new context has en-

ouraged datacenters’ operators to invest massively in architectures

ased on virtualization technology. The objective is to take ad-

antage from scalability, reliable availability and cost-effectiveness

enefits enabling significant enhancements in terms of return on

nvestment (ROI). However to achieve successful migration toward

hese new architectures, cost-effective PM strategies should be

dopted. Such strategies need to rationalize power consumption

hile meeting QoS and availability requirements. Optimizing de-

ign, development and deployment processes of virtualized sys-

ems involve usually many pertinent questions to be considered

egarding PM, dynamic speed scaling processing, availability and

erformance. In order to achieve these purposes, performance and

ependability analyses should be jointly investigated. The objective

s to provide adaptive and fault tolerant virtualized resource allo-
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ation fitting with scalable on-demand requirements and match-

ng with green computing targets. This is particularly important for

atacenters evolving to larger scales and requiring operating and

ower consumption cost rationalization. 

From infrastructure as a service (IaaS) provider’s perspective,

rofit maximization is a high priority. In this regard, energy con-

umption rationalization while matching time-varying workload of

ursty nature such as data-intensive applications without caus-

ng tangible performance overhead plays a crucial role ( Beloglazov

nd Buyya, 2010 ). This enables IaaS providers to avoid both under-

rovisioning and over-provisioning and allows several benefits in

erms of better resource utilization, energy consumption and cost-

ffective com puting. Nowadays the emergence of advanced config-

ration and power interface (ACPI) standard ( Hewlett-Packard Cor-

oration, Intel Corporation, Microsoft Corporation, 2011 ) provides

ignificant benefits to adapt PM to workload’s dynamic. It enables

ower manageable component (PMC) to implement dynamic PM

DPM) capabilities while simplifying and accelerating the develop-

ent of power-managed systems. Therefore it’s of paramount im-

ortance while conceiving cost-effective PM policies to judicious

se PMC capabilities in order to promote efficient resource provi-

ioning in virtualized environments. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2016.12.037
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
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1.1. Research scope 

This work focuses on stochastic modeling of time-based cost-

effective PM policy applied to SVS. The main objective of our con-

tribution is to squeeze the most out of opportunistic configura-

tions of ACPI power states in order to find convenient power-

performance trade-off. The key idea is to enable adaptive switch-

ing between PM states (idle power serving states (i.e. C-states)

and execution power saving states (i.e. P-states)). In this regard we

propose performability analysis of a versatile workload-aware PM

mechanism for SVS handling data intensive applications of bursty

nature and enabling dynamic speed scaling. The analysis, based

on non-Markovian SRNs modeling approach, highlights interactions

and correlations between several entities involving: 

1. VMM subject to software aging, failure and Cold-VM rejuvena-

tion; 

2. VM subject to software aging, failure and rejuvenation; 

3. workload-aware PM mechanism; 

4. resource provisioning based on dynamic speed scaling. 

In this paper we extend the SVS availability SRN model investi-

gated in Machida et al. (2010) for Cold-VM rejuvenation by retain-

ing several features leading to more versatile and holistic SVS SRN

availability model. This enables to investigate further performabilty

metrics related to energy efficiency and power-performance trade-

off. We particularly focus on time-based workload-aware PM and

the issue to find opportunistic timeout value (the tunable param-

eter of the proposed PM mechanism) providing optimal power-

performance trade-off for a given workload. Notice that SVS SRN

availability models considered by Machida et al. (2010) (for three

different VMM rejuvenation technics namely Cold-VM, Warm-VM

and Migrate-VM) describe only VMM and VM features without

dealing neither with handled applications nor with PM. These

models are used to investigate the optimal rejuvenation periods for

both VMM and VM enabling optimal SVS availability. 

1.2. Research challenges 

The key challenges and issues addressed through our contribu-

tion are: 

1. How to develop comprehensive modeling and modular ap-

proach including several SVS entities namely VMM, VM, work-

load with bursty nature, resource provisioning with dynamic

speed scaling and PM mechanism? 

2. How to determine the right decision about switching between

PMCs states in order to minimize SVS energy consumption

while keeping acceptable performance in accordance with ser-

vice level agreement (SLA) requirements? 

3. How to implement a workload-aware PM policy to optimally

solve the trade-off between delivered performance and energy

savings for time-varying workload of bursty nature? 

4. How to achieve good SVS power-efficiency by judiciously set-

ting PM policy attributes with respect to workload? 

5. How to define reward-based measures enabling to quantify per-

formability metrics, efficiency and power-performance trade-

off? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we

discuss related works. In Section 3 we address performability anal-

ysis of SVS. We first address workload and fault tolerance issues

related to SVSs before discussing the role of PMC and workload-

aware PM mechanisms in SVSs. In Section 4 we present our main

contribution regarding a versatile SVS availability SRN model de-

scribing SVS performability, proposed in this paper, and consid-

ering several details and interactions between two sub-modules
i.e. SVS availability SRN sub-model and workload-aware PM avail-

bility SRN sub-model). Section 5 investigates numerical results

elated to the versatile SVS availability SRN model to highlight

ower-performance trade-off through a set of pertinent metrics

i.e. firing frequency of some pertinent transitions, mean waiting

ime, power utilization, mean consumed power, efficiency) with re-

pect to timeout. Finally Section 6 concludes this paper. 

. Related work 

In this section we discuss recent research efforts in the area of

M and energy-efficiency in virtualized and cloud environments.

n literature different modeling approaches has been proposed and

nvestigated to better describe how the dynamics of different en-

ities are involved in virtualized systems. A set of works has been

roposed to investigate PM. Chen et al. (2005) investigated trade-

ff between energy consumption and performance based on SLA

equirements. They highlighted time overhead of switching on/off

odes and relevant energy consumption on reliability. Nathuji et al.

2009) developed PM system for virtualized distributed architec-

ures referred to as virtual power. They proposed the notion of

oft power states and related mapping with hard power states to

nable VM to manage soft power with traditional techniques. Con-

rol theory is used successfully in Gao et al. (2013) and Beloglazov

t al. (2012) to tackle PM issues on servers. Elnozahy et al. (2002a )

pplied two PM mechanisms (Vary-On Vary-Off, VOVO) to explore

ower efficiency problem in homogeneous cluster hosting a single

eb application with SLAs specified in terms of response time re-

uirements. Authors proposed five resource management policies

iming to estimate the CPU frequency meeting response time re-

uirements. At fault tolerant level SRNs modeling approach was

sed ( Elnozahy et al., 2002b; Machida et al., 2010 ) to build avail-

bility models for virtualized systems including VM and VMM

ith software rejuvenation. In ( Wang et al., 2007; Xie et al.,

004 ) time-based rejuvenation policies under varying workload

ad been developed to enhance performability measure of cluster

ystems. A comparative study of three different rejuvenation poli-

ies is achieved through analytical models using deterministic and

tochastic petri net (DSPN) models. In Lee and Zomaya (2012) au-

hors present two energy-conscious task consolidation heuristics

iming to maximize resource utilization and explicitly accounting

or both active and idle energy consumption. The proposed heuris-

ics assign each task to the corresponding resource on which the

nergy consumption is minimized without performance degrada-

ion of that task. Authors in Jin et al. (2012) adopt an empirical

pproach to investigate how server virtualization affects the energy

sage in physical servers. They identify a fundamental trade-off be-

ween on one hand the energy saving from server consolidation

nd on the other hand energy overhead and throughput reduc-

ion from server virtualization. In Beloglazov and Buyya (2010) au-

hors proposed heuristics for dynamic reallocation of VMs in order

o minimize energy consumption, while providing reliable QoS. In

liazovich et al. (2012) a simulation environment is proposed for

nergy-aware cloud computing data centers. Simulation results ob-

ained for different scenarios demonstrate the effectiveness of the

imulator in utilizing PM schema for computing and networking

omponents, such as voltage scaling, frequency scaling, and dy-

amic shutdown. In Machida et al. (2010) authors present a com-

arative study between availability models of three VMM rejuve-

ation techniques referred to as Cold-VM, Warm-VM and Migrate-

M. They show that rejuvenation trigger intervals of both VM and

MM need to be carefully chosen so as to reach high level VM

vailability. The provided comparative study was achieved in terms

f steady-state availability and frequency of transactions lost per

ear. 
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Fig. 1. System configuration including a server virtualized system. 
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In this paper we extend the results given in Escheikh et al.

2014) which generalize SVS availability SRN model for Cold-VM

nvestigated in Machida et al. (2010) by considering several ex-

ensions. In this direction we propose a versatile SVS availability

RN model considering several features such as time-varying ap-

lications with bursty nature, scalable resource provisioning and

orkload-aware PM policy. Such policy is intended to efficiently

dapt PMC’s power states to workload variation in order to mini-

ize power usage while meeting performance requirements. This

s achieved by adapting the PM tunable attribute namely timeout

o workload’s dynamic. Our work differs considerably from that

resented in Machida et al. (2010) where neither application level

or PM are considered in the SVS availability model. We aim also

hrough our modeling approach to define and highlight performa-

ility metrics related to performance, power consumption, power

fficiency and power-performance trade-off. 

. Performability analysis of SVSs 

In order to investigate performability analysis of SVSs, it’s

ecommended to consider several attributes such as PM, time

arying workload, dynamic speed scaling, software aging, failure

nd rejuvenation. This enables better representation and under-

tanding of different underlying potential interactions between all

hese attributes and to draw among them better performance-

ependability trade-off. 

In the design and development processes of virtualized sys-

ems, many pertinent questions regarding time varying workload

mpact on power-saving, efficiency and availability have to be con-

idered. In order to achieve this purpose, performability techniques

ould be very useful to conceive appropriate models representing

he desired behavior in a flexible, concise and modular way. Par-

icularly modeling approach based on high level Petri nets formal-

sm and its variants are among the most appropriate techniques.

o tackle these issues SRNs formalism specifically involving non-

arkovian distributions is commonly used. This enables to estab-

ish interesting dependability analysis, thanks to its ability to de-

cribe with relaxed assumptions more realistic models. In addi-

ion, using SRNs in virtualized system modeling would define and

dopt other attributes fitting the best with green computing re-

uirements. We propose in this paper a non-Markovian SRN-based

odeling approach to investigate performability analysis of a SVS

ubject to Cold-VM rejuvenation, enabling elastic resource provi-

ioning and relying on workload aware PM mechanism. This ap-

roach describes and captures in a modular and concise way cor-

elations and interactions between the following entities: (i) time-

arying workload of bursty nature in SVS environments; (ii) VMM

nd VM subject to aging, failure and rejuvenation; (iii) workload-

ware PM scheme; (iv) on-demand service provisioning with dy-

amic speed scaling. The key contributions of this work are mod-

ling: (i) PMC with multiple power states (having idle states (C-

tates) and operational states (P-states)) with dynamic and scal-

ble resource provisioning; (ii) how VMM or VM unavailability due

o failure or rejuvenation affects service provisioning; (iii) how

orkload tracking-based PMC scheme governs opportunistic tran-

itions between PMC power states (P-states and C-states) to maxi-

ize efficiency through power-performance trade-off optimization. 

n what follows we detail the main performability attributes of

VS namely workload, fault tolerance, PMC and workload-aware

M mechanism. 

.1. Workload in SVS 

Intensive and/or delay sensitive applications handled by SVSs

re usually on demand and require usually dynamic provisioning.

o meet stringent requirements of such applications, there is a
eed to dynamically adapt and manage virtualized system capa-

ilities (scaling up/down CPU processing rates, switching oppor-

unistically between CPU power states). These requirements are

sually expressed and specified in SLA form in terms of through-

ut, waiting time, response time, quality of service and power ef-

ciency. From a modeling perspective it’s highly recommended to

se versatile processes such as Markov Modulated Poisson Process

MMPP) in order to capture time-varying nature of SVS handled

orkload and to illustrate dynamic speed scaling of resource pro-

isioning. This will be more detailed in Section 4 . In the rest of

his paper we adopt a SVS belonging to hypervisor-based configu-

ation category ( Fig. 1 ) subject to Cold-VM rejuvenation. Hypervi-

or called also VMM, is a software implementation of server virtu-

lization hosting guest operating systems (VM). 

.2. Fault tolerance in SVSs 

When running modern applications (i.e. data intensive or de-

ay sensitive applications) in highly dynamic computing environ-

ents such as virtualized datacenters characterized by a highly

arying on-demand traffic with bursty nature, several disruptive

vents and undesirable conditions may occur. Among these events

r incidents we distinguish software aging manifested in different

orms (errors, faults, ...) and becoming more pronounced as the

ime progresses and workload becomes higher. The more solicited

irtual software resources become the higher memory leakage risk.

emory leak concerns in computing science incorrect memory al-

ocation management where memory is not released even if it’s

o longer needed. This may involve potential failures leading obvi-

usly to SVS unavailability. To cope with these problems preven-

ive maintenance (a.k.a. proactive fault management) techniques

eferred to as rejuvenation are used to postpone or prevent sys-

em failures. Given that VMM hosts VM, failure or rejuvenation of

he former affects accordingly the latter. Such techniques actually

ostpone crash failures and improve software performance but at

he expense of occasional and controlled unavailability. For SVS,

oftware aging affects potentially both VMM and VM and any rel-

vant performability analysis should take into consideration such

ey factors. 

In the rest of this section we present some attributes and char-

cteristics related to PMC, next we detail principles of workload-

ware PM mechanism in SVSs. 

.3. PMC in SVSs 

The main PMC feature is to allow multiple operation modes to

chieve workload-aware power-performance trade-off thanks to its 

bility to adapt its power state according to workload’s dynamic.

ctually having several operation modes increases flexibility and

an enable fine control. It may incur however additional cost in

erms of delay or performance loss that should be taken into ac-
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count. In practice, the number of operation modes is limited. To

that end, and in order to reduce operating cost and to rationalize

energy consumption, ACPI ( Hewlett-Packard Corporation, Intel Cor-

poration, Microsoft Corporation, 2011 ) industry standard has de-

fined performance and power component states. The main purpose

is to allow operating systems to fully monitor and control aspects

related to power saving of their underlying hardware. In the fol-

lowing, let us detail the above PMC power states. 

• P-states: are referred to as performance states and denoted as

( P 0 , P 1 , ... , P n ). They determine capabilities of a working (i.e.

active/loaded) CPU to save power. It should be pointed out that

the number of P-states is component specific. Switching from

one P-state to another is enabled through scaling both fre-

quency and voltage. The higher P-state number, the lower fre-

quency. Therefore power consumption decreases with respect

to P-state number’s increase. 
• C-states: they determine idle component capabilities to switch

off unused components in order to avoid power wastage. C-

states are split into active state ( C 0 ) and sleep states ( C 1 , C 2 ,

... , C n ). The higher C-state number, the deeper the sleep state.

Notice that deeper sleep states induce slower wake up times.

Notice also that several components hold multiple sleep states.

Components such as RAM, hard disk or CPU may support active,

ready and standby states. PM of hardware component relies on

several hardware states. This should preserve system perfor-

mance while keeping relative low cost by minimizing energy

consumption through opportunistic selection of suitable power

states. 

In order to achieve workload-aware PM for virtualized systems,

related components should dynamically adapt their power states

by switching from a given state to a more convenient state (among

all possible states) in a timely manner. Timing of switching from

one state to another should be conveniently chosen, otherwise it

would involve unsuitable (premature or too late) transitions lead-

ing to unavoidably energy wastage and/or performance degrada-

tion. In this paper we consider that PMC has three kinds of states

detailed as follows: 

• Active states: including fastactive and slowactive states. Fas-

tactive state is activated whenever workload exceeds a given

threshold and slowactive state becomes active every time work-

load falls below a specific threshold. 
• Sleep states: they include a sleep state and an idle state. Sleep

state is considered the least power consuming state but experi-

encing the longest delay. Idle state consumes more power, than

sleep state, but needs shorter delay to transit to one of the ac-

tive states. 
• Off states: including only one state referred to as off state

which consumes no power. 

Hence PMC’s power states maybe classified in an ascending or-

der of energy consumption as follows; off, sleep, idle, slowactive

and fastactive. 

3.4. Workload-aware PM in SVSs 

For SVSs, different workload-aware PM schemes maybe adopted

to cope with on-demand traffic of data intensive as well as latency-

sensitive applications ( Beloglazov et al., 2010 ). Such applications

often generate highly time-varying workload incurring several non-

uniform unpredictable fluctuations and including burst periods

of variable lengths. From PM point of view, appropriate control

schemes should be adopted in order to meet stringent require-

ments relevant to SLA attributes. A carefully designed PM scheme

should rely on coordinated solutions combining multiple policies

to handle multi-objective adaptations. Adopting a PM policy (or
 logic) enables a clear description of advantages, related costs

nd overheads of each adaptation alternative. This will be used

o make the good decision at the right time about the right re-

ources in a dynamic and flexible manner. Therefore, each adap-

ive alternative should be evaluated before making a decision but

lso reevaluated at each adaptation period. This could be achieved

y building self-tuning schemes enabling self-configuring proper-

ies through adapting dynamically PMC power states according to

orkload variations without causing unbearable overheads. These

verheads may result from several reasons often related to satis-

ying at the same time several conflicting needs in terms of effi-

iency, correctness and stability while complying with constraints. 

Workload-aware PM encompasses DPM and dynamic voltage

requency scaling (DVFS) policies. DPM tries to fully exploit the

nowledge about the real-time resource usage and applications’

orkload to minimize energy consumption. It includes timeout,

redictive and stochastic PM policies and is usually used for sys-

em components having multiple power states. Whereas DVFS is

onvenient for components supporting multiple speed and voltage

evels dynamically scaled up or down. 

In timeout PM scheme, PMC is forced to sleep state whenever

t’s idle for more than a specified period of time (referred to as

imeout). Note that this period should be at least equal to break-

ven time which corresponds to the minimum necessary time the

MC has to hold in the low-power state to recover switching costs

o and from low-power state. Thus, it is preconized to filter out

elatively short idle periods. The more PMC responds faster the

maller filter intervals are. Authors in Simunic et al. (2001) found

hat the most appropriate range of filter intervals for hard disk is

n the range of [0.5 s, 2 s], while for WLAN card filter intervals are

onsiderably shorter (50 ms, 200 ms) since these devices respond

uch faster than the hard disk. Unlike timeout policies, predictive

olicies rely on predicting upcoming idle period duration and take

hutdown decision straight after PMC becomes idle. Stochastic PM

olicy is a DPM policy where workload and PMC are modeled by

tochastic processes and where PM maybe formulated as a power-

erformance optimization problem. PMCs such as CPU may sup-

ort the two policies cited above (DPM, DVFS). This enables virtu-

lized resources to meet QoS requirements of handled applications

hile rationalizing power resources’ utilization. In order to face

hanging scenarios and to fully benefit from available resources,

pplications should include self-configuring capabilities. This en-

bles to take the most appropriate decisions squeezing most out

f competing adaptation mechanisms and avoiding potential os-

illations whenever two or more correlated objectives need to be

eached simultaneously. These objectives may concern at the same

ime performance requirements (i.e. throughput, response time),

ower costs, fault tolerance attributes, adaptive speed scaling of

rocessing resources. All quantitative and qualitative features cited

bove when deployed individually without coordination may lead

o conflicting and unpredictable overlapping and interference with

ne another. In order to cope with these problems, efficiency, cor-

ectness and stability requirements should be considered in the

ame versatile PM scheme to squeeze most of the potential syn-

rgistic interactions between these requirements and deals better

ith stochastic workload nature. Design of dynamic adaptive PM

echanisms suitable for SVSs context needs to capture correla-

ions between PMC behavior and workload’s dynamic via appro-

riate modeling approach. 

. SRNs modeling of SVS with workload-aware PM mechanism 

In this section we first present basic principles of SRNs. We pro-

ide next a detailed description of the proposed versatile SVS avail-

bility SRN model. 
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.1. SRNs basic principles 

Petri nets (PNs) represent a high level formalism providing the

nderlying Markov model specification and a visualization of sys-

em’s dynamic ( Murata, 1989 ). They give easier representation of

omputer system features such as concurrency, synchronization,

equencing and resource sharing through a set of places (repre-

ented by circles) and transitions (represented by rectangles). Each

lace represents a local state of the system and may contain zero

r more tokens (represented by black dots or integers). Each tran-

ition represents a system event and is connected to places via

riented arcs. A transition is enabled if at least one token is de-

osited in each input place. The firing of an enabled transition re-

oves a token from each of its input places and puts one token

n each of its output places. The number of tokens in each place

a.k.a. marking) characterizes a state in the PN. We distinguish two

inds of marking: vanishing and tangible. Tangible marking maybe

ssigned a reward rate. A transition with an assigned marking de-

endent guard is enabled only if this guard is true. Notice also that

ransitions maybe immediate or timed. In this last case, transition

ring time is a random variable. The use of non-Markovian transi-

ions distributions such as deterministic or general, allows building

ore realistic models. Transitions which are never preempted are

eferred to persistent. However those which may be preempted are

nown as non-persistent. For non-Markovian non-persistent tran-

itions, a firing policy has to be specified. The first kind of policy is

nown as preemptive resume ( prs ) whereas the second one is re-

erred to preemptive different ( prd ). prs (resp. prd ) policy means

hat when a transition is disabled without having fired, its per-

ormed work is maintained (resp. lost). 

A more concise description of the stochastic PN (SPN) model

ay be obtained by using several extensions such as marking de-

endent arc multiplicity, priorities and guards (i.e. enabling func-

ion) with firing dependent firing rates (also called reward rates

nd formulated with respect to the number of tokens in place P

i.e. # P )). Also associating PNs with reward description extends

PNs and is referred to as SRNs ( Muppala et al., 1994; Ciardo

t al., 1993 ). The modeling paradigm based SRNs is recognized

o be among the most powerful tools to investigate model-based

erformability analysis combining performance and dependability

valuations. SRNs facilitate both reward structure specification and

arkov reward model automatic generation. They allow to specify

nd calculate a variety of qualitative and quantitative performance

easures. SRNs enhance both modeling power and modeling con-

enience and to specify output measures as a reward-based func-

ion. In SRNs a tangible marking may be associated with a reward

ate so as to facilitate the computation of several output measures.

lassical output measures namely mean (expected) number of to-

ens in a place, expected throughput of a transition and probabil-

ty that an event occurs may be derived from a SRN. Also thanks to

eward functions more complex output measures may be defined. 

Output measures in SRNs : Assume that X is a random variable

epresenting a reward rate and describing an output measure of in-

erest. In steady-state the expected reward rate expression is given

y: 

[ X ] = 

∑ 

k ∈ T 
n k r k 

here T is the set of tangible markings, n k (resp. r k ) is the steady-

tate probability (resp. reward rate) of tangible marking k. 

.2. Versatile SVS availability SRN model description 

We propose in this paper a versatile SVS availability SRN

odel enabling to represent SVS, composed by a VMM hosting a
M, which in turn handles data intensive applications with time-

arying traffic. The above model includes also a workload-aware

M mechanism enabling to judiciously adapt PMC’s soft power

tates (a.k.a. P-states, C-states) in accordance to workload varia-

ions. In our modeling approach we assume that VM and VMM

re subject during their operational processes to several impair-

ents such as software aging, failure and rejuvenation. We as-

ume likewise that VMM assigns dynamically to the VM a PMC

i.e. virtualized resources such as vCPU, vRAM, vDDR) monitored

y the workload-aware PM policy. For illustrative purposes instead

f using monolithic model we adopt a modular approach to bet-

er describe interactions between different sub-models of the pro-

osed versatile SVS availability SRN model. This is justified by the

eed to better understanding complex SVS model involving sev-

ral attributes. The proposed versatile SVS availability SRN model

s composed of two dependent sub-models namely SVS availabil-

ty SRN sub-model with Cold-VM rejuvenation ( Fig. 2 , Tables 1 , 3

nd 5 ) and workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model ( Fig. 4 ,

ables 2 , 4 and 6 ). In the rest of this subsection we first detail the

bove sub-models. We next investigate the tunable parameters in

he workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model before defin-

ng some pertinent performability metrics related to the proposed

ersatile SVS availability SRN model. 

.2.1. SVS availability SRN sub-model with Cold-VM rejuvenation 

( Fig. 2, Tables 1,3 and 5 ): This sub-model is previously pre-

ented in Machida et al. (2010) and is used in this paper as a sub-

odel of the versatile SVS availability SRN model. In what follows

nd for clarity purposes we will recall a succinct description of the

bove model. Notice that we retain the same notation for naming

ransitions and places. For example T v f p (resp. T h f p) name ab-

reviates fail-prone transition of VM (resp. host (i.e. VMM)). 

Fig. 2 encompasses a VMM model and a VM model. The VMM

odel includes a VMM sub-model ( Fig. 2 a) and a VMM clock sub-

odel ( Fig. 2 b). Similarly the VM model includes a VM sub-model

 Fig. 2 c) and a VM clock sub-model ( Fig. 2 d). VMM (resp. VM) clock

ub-model is used to trigger VMM (resp. VM) time-based rejuve-

ation. The VM model is closely dependent of the VMM model.

his is straightforward since failure or rejuvenation of VMM affects

utomatically handled VM. The related dependencies between VM

nd VMM are illustrated through assigned guards in the VM model.

n what follows we recall the detailed description given in Machida

t al. (2010) for these two models. We highlight also the potential

nteractions between the VMM and the VM models. 

VMM model description : As soon as the latest VMM boot time

xpires, deterministic transition T hinterv al with constant duration

/ τ h fires to trigger VMM rejuvenation (Cold-VM) as long as the

mmediate transition T hpolicy is enabled. Fig. 2 a represents and

escribes failure, recovery and time-based rejuvenation processes

n VMM. Whenever VMM software aging transition T h f p fires, it

eposits a token in P h f p. The firing of T h fail transition assigns a

oken to P h fail. This place indicates VMM failure state caused by

oftware aging. The firing of T hdet is conditioned by VMM failure

etection whereas T hrepair firing is only enabled if VMM recov-

ry process (from failure state) is fully achieved. VMM clock model

 Fig. 2 b) enables to trigger VMM rejuvenation phase and as soon

s this event occurs, immediate transition T hre jt or T h f pre jt

an fire and moves a token from P h f p to deposit another one in

 hre j. As soon as VMM rejuvenation process achieved, transition

 hre j fires and deposits a token in P hup. 

VM model description : In Fig. 2 d T v interv al fires, after the lat-

st VM start up time, and triggers VM rejuvenation whenever im-

ediate transition T v policy is enabled. T v interv al duration (i.e.

/ τ v ) is considered constant and is represented by a deterministic

ransition. As soon as VM rejuvenation process finishes, T v reset

s enabled and puts a token in place P v clock . Notice that the
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Table 1 

Transitions description for the SVS availability SRN sub-model. 

Transition Description 

T hinterv al (resp. T v interv al) host (i.e. VMM) (resp.VM) inter-rejuvenation interval duration 

T hpolicy (resp. T v policy ) host (resp. VM) rejuvenation trigger interval duration 

T hreset (resp. T v reset) immediate transition enabled when host (resp. VM) rejuvenation 

duration expires to trigger T hinterv al (resp. T v interv al) 

T h f p (resp. T v f p) host (resp. VM) fail prone time interval duration 

T h fail ( T v fail) host (resp. VM)) failure time interval duration 

T hdet (resp. T v det) host (resp. VM)) failure detection time interval duration 

T hrepair (resp. T v repair) host (resp. VM) failure recovery time interval duration 

T hre jt (resp. T v re jt) immediate transition enabled to trigger host (resp. VM) rejuvenation 

T hre j (resp. T v re j) host (resp. VM) rejuvenation time interval duration 

T h f pre jt (resp. T v f pre jt) immediate transition enabled to trigger host (resp. VM) rejuvenation 

T v pre, T v f ppre immediate transitions enabled when VM stopping process is initiated 

(as soon as host rejuvenation is achieved) 

T v dw, T v f pdw VM shutdown time interval duration 

T v sd, T v f psd VM stopping time interval duration 

T v restart VM restart time interval duration 

Table 2 

Transitions description for the workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model. 

Transition Description 

T h 2 l time duration to switch MMPP traffic from high to low rate 

T l2 h time duration to switch MMPP traffic from low to high rate 

1/ T hightra f f ic high traffic rate 

1/ T lowtra f f ic slow traffic rate 

T serv fast time interval duration of PMC fast service processing 

T serv slow time interval duration of PMC slow service processing 

T f 2 s time interval duration for the PMC to switch from fast rate to slow rate 

T s 2 f time interval duration for the PMC to switch from slow rate to fast rate 

1/ T fast PMC fast service processing rate 

1/ T slow PMC slow service processing rate 

T start immediate transition enabled to trigger service processing 

T wakeup time duration for the PMC to transit from sleep state to idle state 

T t imeout time duration for the PMC to transit from idle state to sleep state 

T loss job immediate transition enabled when an arriving request is lost 

T re j d own 1 time duration for the PMC to transit from sleep state to off state 

T re j d own 2 time duration for the PMC to transit from idle state to off state 

T re j d own 3 time duration for the PMC to transit from fastactive to off state 

T re j d own 4 time duration for the PMC to transit from slowactive to off state 

T notre j d own time duration for the PMC to transit from off state to sleep state 

Table 3 

Transitions distributions and assigned guards for SVS availability SRN sub-model. 

Transition Dist. Guard 

T h f p, T h fail exp. 

T hdet, T hrepair exp. 

T hre j exp. P_hclock == 1 

T hinterv al exp. (P_hup == 1) ‖ (P_hfp == 1) 

T hre jt imm. P_htrigger == 1 

T h f pre jt imm. P_htrigger == 1 

T hreset imm. P_hrej == 1 

T hpolicy imm. (P_vstop == 1) ‖ (P_vfail == 1) ‖ (P_vdet == 1) ‖ (P_vrej == 1) 

T v f p exp. 

T v fail exp. 

T v det exp. (P_hup == 1) ‖ (P_hfp == 1) 

T v repair exp. (P_hup == 1) ‖ (P_hfp == 1) 

T v re j exp. (P_vclock == 1) && (P_hup == 1) ‖ (P_hfp == 1) 

T v re jt imm. P_vtrigger == 1 

T v f pre jt imm. P_vtrigger == 1 

T v pre imm. P_hpolicy == 1 

T v dw imm. P_hfail == 1 

T v f pdw imm. P_hfail == 1 

T v f ppre imm. P_hpolicy == 1 

T v restart exp. (P_hup == 1) ‖ (P_hfp == 1) 

T v sd exp. 

T v f psd exp. 

T v interv al exp. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T v reset imm. P_vrej == 1 

T v policy imm. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) 
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Fig. 2. SVS availability SRN model with Cold-VM rejuvenation. 

Table 4 

Transitions distributions and assigned guards of workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model. 

Transition Dist. Guard 

T h 2 l, T l2 h exp. 

T hightra f f ic exp. 

T lowtra f f ic exp. 

T serv fast exp. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T serv slow exp. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T f 2 s exp. (P_hightraffic == 0) && (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T s 2 f exp. (P_hightraffic > 0) && (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T fast imm. (P_servfast == 1) 

T slow imm. (P_servslow == 1) 

T start imm. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T wakeup exp. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T t imeout exp. (P_vup == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 

T loss job imm. (P_vup == 0) && (P_vfp == 0) && (P_vsd == 0) && (P_vfpsd == 0) 

T re j d own 1 imm. (P_vup == 0) && (P_vfp == 0) && (P_vsd == 0) && (P_vfpsd == 0) 

T re j d own 2 imm. (P_vup == 0) && (P_vfp == 0) && (P_vsd == 0) && (P_vfpsd == 0) 

T re j d own 3 imm. (P_vup == 0) && (P_vfp == 0) && (P_vsd == 0) && (P_vfpsd == 0) 

T re j d own 4 imm. (P_vup == 0) && (P_vfp == 0) && (P_vsd == 0) && (P_vfpsd == 0) 

T notre j d own imm. (P_up == 1) ‖ (P_vfp == 1) ‖ (P_vsd == 1) ‖ (P_vfpsd == 1) 
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M model ( Fig. 2 c) includes the different stages of failure, re-

overy and time-based rejuvenation. Notice also that since the

M model closely depends on the underlying VMM model, when-

ver no token is present in P hup nor in P h f p, both immedi-

te transitions T v dw and T v f pdw are enabled and a token is

ut in P v stop. Getting a token in P hup or P f up allows transi-

ion T v restart to be enabled and consequently VM cannot be re-

ooted unless VMM is available again. Cold-VM rejuvenation con-

ists in shutting down hosted VM before starting any VMM reju-

enation. This is expressed by the immediate transitions T v pre

nd T v f ppre and their associated guards’ functions which are en-
bled as soon as a token is deposited in place P hpolicy ( Fig. 2 b).

henever T v pre (resp. T v f ppre ) is fired a token is deposited

n P v sd (resp. P v f psd) and as a consequence transition T v sd

resp. T v f psd) is enabled. In the VM model ( Fig. 2 c), firing ei-

her T v sd or T v f psd allows to deposit a token in P v stop and to

nable then immediate transition T hpolicy which in turn triggers

MM rejuvenation process ( Fig. 2 b). Notice that VMM rejuvenation

tarting is assumed conditioned by the presence of a token in one

f the places, P v up, P v f p, P v sd and P v f psd. Notice also that

 v interv al (resp. T hinterv al) distribution is considered determin-

stic since it’s used to model fixed VM (resp. VMM) rejuvenation
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Fig. 3. Abstracted SVS availability SRN sub-model. 
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Fig. 4. Proposed workload-aware PM
rigger interval. All the others timed transitions in Fig. 2 are as-

umed exponentially distributed. 

It’s worth mentioning that authors in Machida et al. (2010) used

0-stage Erlang distributions to approximate deterministic distri-

utions since the model implementation is done with the software

ackage SPNP ( Muppala et al., 1994 ) which uses only exponential

imed distributions. Since in this paper we use extended determin-

stic stochastic Petri nets (eDSPNs) implemented through TimeNet

.1 tool ( Zimmermann, 2012 ) the above approximation is relaxed

nd deterministic distributions are effectively used. 

Abstracted SVS availability SRN sub-model : In order to circum-

ent the complexity of the versatile SVS model and to reduce the

orresponding state space we abstract the SVS availability SRN sub-

odel ( Fig. 2 ) by a more tractable one ( Fig. 3 , Table 7 ). This means

hat we assume that SVS availability SRN sub-model behaves as a

lack box system switching between three states (i.e. up ( P v up),

ejuvenate ( P v re j) and stop ( P v stop)). These states maybe actu-

lly classified into two categories. The first one (i.e. up state) cor-

esponds to an available VMM-VM system, whereas the second (i.e.

top and rejuvenate states) describes unavailable system states. 

Up state corresponds to operational VM and VMM. This enables

VS to run handled applications. Stop state represents a non op-

rational VM or VMM. Notice that for Cold-VM machine, hosted
 availability SRN sub-model. 
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Table 5 

Parameters used in the SVS availability SRN sub-model ( Machida et al., 2010 ). 

Symbol Description Value Mean time 

λFPv VM aging rate 1.65E-6 1 week 

λv VM failure rate after aging 3.85E-6 3 days 

δv VM failure detection rate 12/3600 5 min 

μv VM failure recovery rate 5.55E-4 30 min 

βv VM rejuvenation rate 1.66E-2 1 min 

r v VM restart rate 120/3600 30 s 

σ v VM shutdown rate 120/3600 30 s 

γ v VM suspend rate 12 .5 0 .08 s 

ζ v VM resume rate 1.25 0.8 s 

ω v VM migration rate 1 1 s 

τ v VM rejuvenation trigger rate 1.15E-5 1 day 

λFPh VMM aging rate 3.85E-7 1 month 

λh VMM failure rate after aging 1.65E-6 1 week 

σ h VMM failure detection rate 12/3600 5 min 

μh VMM failure recovery rate 1/3600 1 h 

βh VMM rejuvenation rate 8.33E-3 2 min 

τ h VMM rejuvenation trigger rate 1.65E-6 1 week 

Table 6 

Transitions distributions of the workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model 

( Machida et al., 2010 ). 

Transition Dist. Value 

T h 2 l exp. 0 .0 0 01 

T l2 h exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 01 

T hightra f f ic exp. 0 .0 0 0 01 

T lowtra f f ic exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 01 

T serv fast exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 

T serv slow exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 

T f 2 s exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 

T s 2 f exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 01 

T fast imm. 1 

T slow imm. 1 

T start imm. 1 

T wakeup exp. 0 .0 0 0 0 01 

T t imeout exp. [ 10 −10 , ... ,1] 

T loss job imm. 1 

T re j d own 1 imm. 1 

T re j d own 2 imm. 1 

T re j d own 3 imm. 1 

T re j d own 4 imm. 1 

T notre j d own imm. 30 

Table 7 

Transitions distributions of the abstracted SVS availability SRN 

sub-model. 

Transition Dist. Value 

T up2 stop exp. 864,0 0 0 

T stop2 up exp. 1800 

T re j2 up exp. 1800 

T up2 re j exp. 86,400 
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pplications should be stopped before VM or VMM switches to a

own state ( P hre j, P h fail, P v re j or P v fail). Rejuvenate state

 Fig. 3 ) depicts case where VM or VMM is subject to rejuvena-

ion and in both cases applications will be previously stopped. In-

estigation of workload-aware PM availability SRN model maybe

chieved at two scales. The first one corresponds to SVS with idle-

ominated workload where PM is mainly dominated by timeout

uning. Whereas the second, known as computationally intensive

orkload, where PM is dominated by a heavy load asking the high-

st voltage/frequency setting. Such distinction allows focusing sep-

rately on each kind of parameters enabling to adaptively switch

etween PMC power states. In idle-dominated workload case time-

ut delay value (characterizing transition T t imeout ) is the main

arameter considered. Whereas in computationally intensive work-

oad case the key parameters are transition rates describing PMC

erving process ( T serv fast, T serv slow, T f 2 s, T s 2 f ). 
.2.2. Detailed workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model 

escription 

( Fig. 4, Tables 2,4 and 6 ): The control scheme implementing PM

echanism is conceived to achieve dynamic adaptive PM policy re-

ying on workload tracking process. Tracking process aims to make

ppropriate adaptive and opportunistic workload-aware decisions

nabling to wisely choose how and when to force the PMC to tran-

it from one power state to another. This is achieved by choosing

ppropriate PMC power states accordingly. Application-driven PM

olicies for unpredictable time varying workload are commonly of

tochastic and non stationary nature and change over time accord-

ng to workload variations. This means that workload fluctuations

ay lead to PMC state’s change at any point in time. This is usu-

lly achieved in order to maintain low power costs while meeting

LA performance requirements. 

In what follows we give a detailed description of the proposed

orkload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model including a novel

vent driven PM scheme for unpredictable time varying workload

eferred to as On-demand transition to active state with timeout pre-

mpted upon arrival . This PM mechanism belongs to the stochas-

ic PM class with non-stationary nature. From a practical point of

iew PM policy makes decisions upon a request’s occurrence or

traight after a request processing is achieved. The description of

he workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model includes pre-

iminary assumptions, request processing process and P-invariants

pecification. 

ssumptions . Assumptions considered in this paper are mainly re-

ated to initial marking, arrival process distribution, service process

istribution and PMC transitions from sleep to idle. We particularly

ssume that: 

• transitions distributions are either immediate (imm.), exponen-

tial (exp.) or deterministic (det.); 
• PMC has the following power states: off state ( P of f ), active

or operational states ( P fastacti v e, P slowacti v e ) and idle states

( P idle, P sleep). The lower power state the more time it expe-

riences to come back to the active state; 
• PMC is initially in sleep state ( P sleep); 
• SVS is initially idle (# P queueplace = K = 3, where K is buffer

capacity of the SVS model); 
• PMC service processing follows a two states MMPP process, this

allows to capture dynamic speed scaling of the PMC; 
• PMC service processing is workload-dependent; 
• request arrival follows a two states MMPP process, this enables

to capture traffic burstiness; 
• there are 4 traffic sources ( X high traffic sources and Y low traf-

fic sources with X + Y = 4 ); 
• initially there are 4 low traffic sources; 
• PMC is initially in sleep state. According to this assumption

and as a request arrival occurs, PMC service initiation (i.e. re-

quest processing) is not granted at once. Instead, it’s deferred

and triggered after a given delay has elapsed. This delay cor-

responds to a given time ( T wakeup) needed by the PMC to

switch from sleep state to active state; 
• PMC power consumption during T wakeup is maximum and

equal to Powerfastactive . 

equest processing process description . As soon as a request oc-

urs, and since there is initially a token in P sleep, transition

 wakeup is enabled. Note that whenever T wakeup is enabled

nd before its firing, further request arrivals may enter the system

nd as much tokens are deposited in P inqueue . The number of to-

ens in P inqueue represents the number of requests waiting to be

rocessed whereas P queueplace represents the available capacity

f the finite buffer. 
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As soon as T wakeup fires, the PMC transits from sleep state

to idle state and a token is deposited in P idle . This enables,

straight after, the immediate transition T start since at least a to-

ken is present in place P inqueue and P idle contains one token.

Once T start fires, it moves one token from each of the places

P inqueue and P idle and forwards a token to P acti v e . Here indeed

the actual request processing begins. The dynamic speed scaling of

the PMC following an MMPP process is expressed by transitions

T serv fast and T serv slow ) alternating between P serv fast and

P serv slow (using transitions T f 2 s and T s 2 f ). According to the

assigned guards one of the two immediate transitions T fast and

T slow is enabled. When T fast (resp. T slow ) fires, it puts a token

in P fastacti v e (resp. in P slowacti v e ). Adapting service processing

rate to workload variations is achieved through marking depen-

dent firing rates. This adaptation is enabled by assigning a guard(s)

to one or both of transitions T s 2 f and T f 2 s . Once a request

is fully processed, through the firing of T serv fast or T serv slow,

PMC switches to idle state ( P idle ) and triggers at the same time

a timer with constant duration ( T t imeout ). If any new request

arrival occurs before timer expires then transition T t imeout is

canceled (preempted with policy prd ) and PMC comes back from

idle state ( P idle ) to active state ( P slowacti v e or P fastacti v e ) af-

ter T start firing. Therefore a new request processing begins im-

mediately. Otherwise if this timer expires without detecting any

new request arrival, then T t imeout fires and the PM mechanism

forces PMC to transit immediately back to sleep state ( P sleep). Fi-

nally since our versatile SVS availability SRN model deals with per-

formability analysis it’s obvious to hold failure occurrences. Thus if

at any time VM or VMM becomes unavailable due to either fail-

ure or rejuvenation PMC power state switches to off state ( P of f ).

This is captured in PM availability SRN model by immediate tran-

sitions T re j d own 1 , T re j d own 2 , T re j d own 3 , T re j d own 4 enabled

with the same assigned guard specifying that VM or VMM is un-

available. Indeed in such case, one of the above transitions fires,

moves a token from one of the following places: P sleep, P idle,

P fastacti v e, P slowacti v e and immediately forwards a token in

place P of f . 

To summarize the above process let us consider time interval T

between instant when previous request is fully processed and in-

stant when current request occurs. If T is strictly shorter than a

given time (corresponding to T t imeout delay) then as soon as the

processing of the previous request is achieved, PMC immediately

transits from active state ( P fastacti v e or P slowacti v e ) to idle state

( P idle ). PMC remains in P idle until T time interval is elapsed and

straight after it switches to active state to initiate current request

processing. Inversely if T is greater than T t imeout duration and as

soon as this latter has elapsed, PMC switches from idle to sleep

state. In the following we will discuss what kind of transitions’ de-

lay would be adaptively tuned according to workload’s dynamic to

achieve a workload-aware PM Policy. 

Notice also that according to our modeling approach the re-

quest processing process maybe considered as a particular queuing

system where the waiting time consists of three cumulative delays;

• the first one, D1 , is due to T_wakeup . In the best case D1 = 0

(if the request arrival occurs and finds the PMC in idle state)

and in the worst case D1 = T_wakeup duration (if the request ar-

rival occurs and finds the buffer empty and the PMC in sleep

state). If an arrival occurs and transition T_wakeup is already

triggered (by a previous arrival) without being fired then D1 is

equal to the residual time of T_wakeup . In this last case 0 < D1

< T_wakeup ; 
• the second, D2 , is due to the waiting time in the SVS buffer (i.e

queue) before beginning the service; 
•
 the third, D3 , corresponds to the request processing time. F  
The aforementioned analysis enables to better explain the wait-

ng time accumulated by a request from its arriving instant until

ts departure from the SVS. This allows also to better understand

he overall SVS model. 

lace invariants (P-invariants) . In what follows we detail P-

nvariants of the workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model

 Fig. 4 ): the first P-invariant corresponds to system property that at

ost K buffer places are available (i.e. # P queueplace + # P inqueue

 # P acti v e + # P fastacti v e + # P slowacti v e = K ); second P-

nvariant means that PMC is in one of possible states (i.e. # P of f

 # P sleep +# P idle +# P acti v e +# P slowacti v e +# P fastacti v e =
); third P-invariant (i.e. # P serv slow + # P serv fast = 1) describes

roperty that PMC, whenever is active, is either serving with fast

r slow rate. The property that # P hightra f f ic + # P lowtra f f ic =
 = 4 means that arrival traffic is composed of n sources. 

.2.3. Tunable parameters in the proposed workload-aware PM policy

In SRN model describing PM mechanism ( Fig. 4 ), we distinguish

etween two kinds of timed transitions: 

• Transitions with non-tunable delay ( T notre j d own and

T wakeup) are assumed exponentially distributed. The cor-

responding delays of such transitions are inherent to PMC

technology. T notre j d own corresponds to the PMC necessary

time to transit from off state to sleep state. Whereas T wakeup

duration is the time needed by the PMC to transit from sleep

state to idle state. 
• Transitions with tunable delay according to the context and

depending on workload are T t imeout , T serv fast , T serv slow,

T s 2 f and T f 2 s . Tuning delays of such transitions in oppor-

tunistic way may be a key factor to make appropriate decision

of a given PM policy relying on workload attributes in order

to reach good power-performance trade-off without incurring

unbearable oscillations. Oscillatory behavior may be avoided

by choosing T t imeout value beyond a given threshold. This

threshold corresponds to the break-even time defined in pre-

vious sections and expresses the needed time to switch to and

from an active state. 

In the following subsection we will define some SVS performa-

ility and efficiency metrics that will be investigated later through

umerical results with respect to timeout parameter. 

.2.4. SVS performability and efficiency metrics 

According to Little’s law ( Little, 1961 ), the mean waiting time

in seconds) maybe deduced from versatile SVS availability SRN

odel ( Fig. 2 ) as follows: 

 = N/T h (1)

here N is the mean number of requests in system given by: 

 = E{ # P inqueue } + E{ # P slowacti v e } + E{ # P fastacti v e } (2)

nd Th is the mean service throughput (requests/second) expressed

s follows: 

 h = E{ # T serv fast} + E{ # T serv slow } (3)

In what follows, let us define some specific metrics to highlight

he proposed workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-model. Let

ower utilization factor ( U ) be the ratio between FoTPused and FoT-

req : 

 = F oT P used/F oT P req (4)

here FoTPused is the fraction of time the active power state is

sed (i.e. PMC is in an active state): 

 oT P used = E{ 1 # P fastacti v e =1 } + E{ 1 # P slowacti v e =1 } (5)
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Fig. 5. Mean firing frequency of T wakeup ( F T wakeup ) in SVS versus timeout. 

Table 8 

Power measurements used in workload-aware PM 

availability SRN sub-model ( Das et al., 2010 ). 

Mode Power (watt) 

idle 60 

fastactive 95 

slowactive 80 

sleep 2 .5 
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s  

o  
nd FoTPreq is the fraction of time PMC is in a power-consuming

tate (i.e. active, idle, sleep): 

 oT P req = E{ 1 # P fastacti v e =1 } + E{ 1 # P slowacti v e =1 } 
+ E{ 1 # P idle =1 } + E{ 1 # P sleep=1 } = E{ 1 # P of f=0 } (6) 

The mean consumed power by the PMC ( P ) is defined as fol-

ows: 

 = P owersl eep ∗ E{ # P sl eep} + P oweridl e ∗ E{ # P idl e } 
+ P owerslowacti v e ∗ E{ # P slowacti v e } 
+ P ower fastacti v e ∗ E{ # P fastacti v e } (7) 

The firing frequency of T wakeup ( F T wakeup ) is given by: 

 T wakeup = E{ # P v up} ∗ E{ # P sleep} ∗ E{ # P inqueue } ∗ λT wakeup 

(8) 

Also we define the mean consumed power by PMC due to

 wakeup firing (in watt) by the following equation: 

 T wakeup = E{ # P v up} ∗ E{ # P sleep} 
∗E{ # P inqueue } ∗ P ower fastacti v e (9) 

The above definitions allow to deduce efficiency metric ( E ) re-

ated to workload-aware PM mechanism. Efficiency (joules/request)

s given by: 

 = (P + P T wakeup ) /T h (10)

. Numerical results 

In this section we investigate some numerical results related

o the proposed versatile SVS availability SRN model. We partic-

larly focus on how timeout parameter impacts the dynamic of

orkload-aware PM mechanism and how appropriate timeout tun-

ng may achieve convenient power-performance trade-off for SVS.

e are interested here by idle-dominated workload. Further nu-

erical results involving heavy workload (usually corresponding
o computationally intensive workload) where PM is potentially

riven by dynamic speed scaling may also be obtained. Power

easurements used in workload-aware PM availability SRN sub-

odel are presented in Table 8 . It’s worth mentioning that numer-

cal values given in Table 6 are chosen to describe idle-dominated

orkload case where timeout delay is the main parameter to in-

estigate. To get insight into timeout influence on SVS metrics, we

erformed several sets of experiments based on analytical anal-

sis using TimeNET 4.1 tool ( Zimmermann, 2012 ). These experi-

ents are conducted by considering the abstracted SVS availabil-

ty SRN sub-model described in Section 4.2.1 . SVS metrics con-

idered in this paper concern some transitions firing frequencies

 F T wakeup , Th ), performance (mean waiting time for processing a

equest), power (mean consumed power for processing a request)

nd power-performance efficiency (efficiency for processing a re-

uest). 

We investigate here both the mean firing frequency of

 wakeup ( F T wakeup ) ( Fig. 5 ) and the mean service throughput ( Th )

f the SVS ( Fig. 6 ) with respect to timeout for different λ. Numer-

us insights could be drawn on the basis of the above investiga-

ion. We observe that for a given request arrival rate ( λ) as timeout

ncreases F T wakeup decreases and Th increases. Illustrative explana-

ions of the dynamic of F T wakeup and Th (i.e. departures rate) for a

iven time period T are provided through Fig. 7 (for a fixed time-

ut value and different workloads) and Fig. 8 (for a given workload

nd different timeout values). These figures illustrate how PMC

tates evolve and how requests are processed vs time. They de-

ne a cycle as the time period between the instant of triggering

_wakeup and the expiry of T_timeout . For each cycle corresponds

ne firing occurrence of both T_wakeup and T_timeout . In Fig. 7 ,

s timeout increases the number of cycles per T decreases. Con-

equently both F T wakeup and the mean waiting time per request

ue to T_wakeup decrease. In other words timeout increase leads

o Th increase (i.e. the number of departures occurring within T

ncreases with respect to timeout). In Fig. 8 workload’s increase

aises certainly Th whereas it may increase, decrease or keep con-

tant F T wakeup . This is highlighted in Fig. 8 where three kinds of

VS workloads are considered. We show that increasing workload

rom very light level ( Fig. 8 a) to light level ( Fig. 8 b) increases

 T wakeup whereas workload’s increase from light level ( Fig. 8 b) to

oaded level ( Fig. 8 c) decreases F T wakeup . This explains why the

lack and blue curves in Fig. 5 overlap. 

A more detailed behavior analysis of curves given in Figs. 5 and

 may be provided. Regarding plot in Fig. 5 we distinguish three

tages: In the first one timeout values are enough low and a time-

ut increase do not significantly affects F T wakeup (flat curve por-
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Fig. 6. Mean service throughput in SVS versus timeout. 

Fig. 7. Illustration of PMC states evolution and request processing vs time (for dif- 

ferent timeout) in the SVS. 

Fig. 8. Illustration of PMC states evolution and request processing vs time (for dif- 

ferent mean arrival rates) in the SVS. 
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tion). This implies for a given workload that the number of cycles

per period T and, consequently, the firing frequency of T_wakeup

( F T wakeup ) are relatively high. The second stage is characterized by

a steep descent of the curve until reaching a minimum. The last

stage begins from this minimum and corresponds to a flat curve

where F T wakeup becomes almost insensitive to timeout increase. 
Th evolution with respect to timeout ( Fig. 6 ) follows an S-

haped curve and encompasses also three main stages: In the first

ne, when timeout is relatively low Th progresses very slowly with

espect to timeout increase and the curve remains almost flat. The

econd, corresponds to a given timeout range where rapid rise (i.e.

teep slope) of Th is observed until reaching a saturation point. It

s from this point, corresponding to a relatively high timeout value,

hat the third stage of the curve begins. In this last stage, the ser-

ice rate reaches a saturation (maximum) level where timeout in-

rease effect seems to be almost ineffective. 

Fig. 9 depicts a performance metric corresponding to the mean

aiting time (experienced by a request from the instant of its

rrival to SVS until it’s fully processed) with respect to timeout.

e consider a bursty traffic represented by the superposition of

MPP processes. We consider also a dynamic speed scaling PMC

ervice switching between slow and fast rates. The service is also

istributed according to MMPP process. We observe that ( Fig. 9 )

hile timeout value increases, the mean waiting time (for process-

ng a request) decreases. This is mainly pronounced in a range of

imeout values included between 10 −4 and 10 −1 . Out of this range

imeout impact on the mean waiting time value is almost insignif-

cant. 

Power utilization ratio ( U ) ( Fig. 10 ) measures the proportion of

ime the PMC is effectively in one of the active states while it’s not

ff. It should be mentioned that for low workload, short timeout

llows PMC to remain more time in sleep state. Instead, for long

imeout intervals PMC stays more time in idle state. Notice that

MC consumes much less power while it’s in sleep state than in

dle state. This justifies that U increases as timeout increases. 

Fig. 11 shows mean consumed power by the PMC ( P ) as func-

ion of timeout. In order to interpret numerical results given in

ig. 11 , let us make some preliminary observations. Note that dur-

ng timeout period, PMC remains in idle state. This means that

s well as timeout increases, PMC remains for longer time in idle

tate. Conversely, as timeout decreases PMC experiences less time

n idle state and more time in sleep state. Since idle state con-

umes more power ( Poweridle = 60W) ( Table 6 ) than sleep state

 Powersleep = 2.5W), this leads P to increase with respect to time-

ut increase ( Fig. 11 ). 

Fig. 12 represents the mean consumed power by PMC when-

ver T wakeup is enabled (i.e. transition between sleep and idle

tates) ( P T wakeup ) with respect to timeout. Fig. 13 shows efficiency

 E ) evolution with respect to timeout. We observe that as timeout

ncreases, PM mechanism efficiency increases. Therefore, it should

e mentioned that since waiting time (resp. efficiency) decreases
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Fig. 9. Mean waiting time ( W ) (for processing a request) in SVS versus timeout. 

Fig. 10. Power utilization ratio ( U ) (for processing a request) in SVS versus timeout. 

Fig. 11. Mean consumed power ( P ) (for processing a request) in SVS versus timeout. 
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s  
resp. increases) with respect to timeout, we can exploit curves in

igs. 9 and 13 to set convenient timeout value so that satisfactory

rade-off can be achieved. This closely depends of the SLA require-

ents. 

Notice that numerical results for the SVS availability SRN mod-

ls given in Machida et al. (2010) had focused only on seeking op-

imal rejuvenation’s periods of VMM and VM to provide optimal

VS availability. This was investigated for three kinds of VMM re-

uvenation technics namely Cold-VM, Warm-VM and Migrate-VM.
hereas for our versatile SVS availability SRN model we are con-

erned with numerical analysis enabling to appropriately choosing

imeout value (the tunable attribute of the proposed workload-

ware PM mechanism) with respect to workload to reach good

ower-performance trade-off. Notice also that the range where

imeout variation affects power and performance metrics is work-

oad specific and depends on traffic burstiness. Such range cannot

e predicted without our modeling analysis. Further numerical re-

ults may be deduced from our proposed versatile SVS availabil-
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Fig. 12. Mean consumed power by PMC due to T wakeup firing ( P T wakeup ) (for processing a request) in SVS versus timeout. 

Fig. 13. Efficiency (joules/request) versus timeout. 
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ity SRN model to provide power-performance trade-off for differ-

ent workload’s burstiness. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed workload-aware PM performability

analysis of SVS. This analysis is based on analytical non-Markovian

versatile SVS availability SRN model consisting of two sub-models.

The first one describes VMM and VM interactions whenever they

are subject to aging and failure and using time-based rejuvenation.

The second sub-model represents our main contribution and de-

picts a workload-aware PM mechanism with adaptive speed scal-

ing processing. Our modeling approach delivers a precise descrip-

tion of different entities and features of the SVS and provides ef-

fective support for dynamic time-based PM policy enabling op-

portunistic selection of suitable power states of PMC. We show

through the proposed model how to conciliate power and perfor-

mance requirements by choosing appropriate timeout leading to

compromise between power and performance purposes. Numeri-

cal results highlight several performability metrics quantifying con-

venient power-performance trade-off seeking to mitigate energy

overhead and performance losses. In future works we plan to ex-

tend our model to relax assumptions considered in this paper by

capturing software aging workload dependency for both VMM and

VM. This will be useful to better understand workload-aware ag-

ing effect on SVS performability. Also the same modeling approach
iven in this work may be adopted to investigate SVS models han-

ling several VMs on the same host and to fully benefit from virtu-

lization advantages such as consolidation and migration. Further-

ore prediction methods fitting with real-word workload traces

ay be evenly used to enhance traffic settings. 
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